WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT 11 RIB WING BATTEN PATTERNS

This document is NOT an official publication of Weedhopper USA, Inc. and may contain errant information. It is strictly for reference only and should not be relied upon to construct actual batten ribs for the Weedhopper ultralight aircraft even though the source from which this document was create from was a photograph of the actual ribs outlined on craft paper with a 1 foot reference grid. 5/25/2004
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING CENTER BATTEN

3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING INNER BATTEN #1
3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING INNER BATTEN #2
3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING MIDDLE BATTEN
3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING OUTER BATTEN #1
3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE
WEEDHOPPER™ ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
11 RIB WING OUTER BATTEN #2
3/4" OD 6061 T6 x 0.049 ALUMINUM TUBE